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:: WORSHIPPING AS WE GO ::  

The Doxological Imperative in Christian Evangelism 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 Evangelism is a topic that contains much literature but little consensus. Much of this is a 

result of the lack of a clear definition for the term “evangelism.”
1
  The difficulty is not in 

offering definitions of the term “evangelism,” for definitions of evangelism abound. Rather the 

difficulty is in distinguishing evangelism from other practices in the Christian life, such as 

contemplation, prayer, service, discipleship, and worship. Does evangelism involve prayer? Is 

service an act of evangelism? What role does contemplation play for evangelism? Can’t worship 

and discipleship be understood as evangelism?  

 Evangelism often eludes definition because those who seek to define it understand it as 

an action, rather than an effect. However, evangelism is not a practice to be done rightly. Rather, 

evangelism is the effect of doing other practices rightly. Therefore, evangelism is best defined as 

the effect of a Christian community learning to embody the missio dei through the practices of 

Christian worship, perfected in the imitatio dei of every believer.
2
  Said differently, evangelism 

is the ripple left in the world when the mission of God and the people of God touch.  

                                                           
1
 Scott Jones cites the 1949 WCC study saying, “The slow progress seems to be due mainly to an almost chaotic 

confusion as to the meaning and scope of evangelism.” Scott J. Jones, The Evangelistic Love of God & Neighbor: A 

Theology of Witness & Discipleship (Nashville: Abingdon, 2003), 14.  

 
2
 Scott Jones’ views are perhaps closest to my definition: “[A]ll authentic evangelism requires initiation into the 

body of Christ in a specific Christian community and engagement with its life of worship, formation, and mission.” 

However, whereas Jones wishes to speak about evangelism as a “set of loving, intentional activities,” I wish to speak 

about evangelism as an effect of those activities. This is a subtle but important nuance. Jones, 17-18. 

 



 This paper will first argue that the commissioning text found in the Gospel of Matthew 

provides the clearest example of this proposed definition. Then, it will establish the biblical and 

theological foundations for the primacy of worship for evangelism. Finally, using the foci of 

invitation, imitation, and identification, this paper will demonstrate how the practices found in 

the Matthean commission can be practiced in such a way that they align the church’s life with 

the missio dei in the world.  

II. BIBLICAL AND THEOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS FOR EVANGELISM 

 The biblical and theological foundations for defining evangelism as an effect are most 

obvious in the commission text found in the gospel according to Matthew (28:16-20).
3
 This text 

has largely been trumpeted as the commission text par excellence, even receiving the moniker 

the “Great Commission” by William Carey.
4
 While the great commission throughout history has 

been used as a validation of Christian imperialism, forced conversions, and manifest destiny, an 

alternative reading of the text calls the church to reclaim her evangelistic mission, not through 

corporeal conquest, but rather through a renewed commitment to Christian worship.   

 While the “red letters” of the great commission are often the most highlighted, it is 

important to take into account the commission’s surrounding context. The command “go” is 

                                                           
3
 While Mark’s commissioning text (16:14-20) emphasizes the miraculous signs and wonders that would accompany 

the preaching of the gospel to all creation, it does not offer clear insight into the practices that form persons capable 

of such acts. Can any believer handle snakes or drink poison unharmed or does this type of miraculous sign require 

some sort of spiritual formation before such tasks can be faithfully completed? The Markan text is unclear. Luke’s 

commissioning text (24:44-49) places heavy emphasis on the role of witness for the disciples.  This witness points to 

the fulfillment of the Law and the Prophets, but the practices that constitute this witnessing are not described in the 

text. While John’s commissioning text challenges the contemporary American idea of “successful” evangelism by 

vividly depicting the nail-scarred hands and feet of Jesus as the inevitable fate of those who carry the gospel 

message, it also gives no description of the practices the disciples are to use to embody this witness. More than Mark 

and Luke, John’s commissioning text contains a sense of urgency: Jesus breathes the Holy Spirit onto the disciples 

and then immediately commands them to go. However, this places too much emphasis on the going and not enough 

emphasis on the manner in which one should go, or, more precisely, the practices that prepare believers to go. 

 
4
 David J. Bosch, “The Structure of Mission: An Exposition of Matthew 28:16-20” in The Study of Evangelism: 

Exploring a Missional Practice of the Church, eds. Paul W. Chilcote and Lacey C. Warner (Grand Rapids: 

Eerdmans, 2008), 74. 

 



often fronted as the most important verb in the great commission.
5
 However, each occurrence of 

the command to go is preceded by a description of the people at worship. In the beginning of 

chapter 28, Mary Magdalene and the other Mary visit the tomb of Jesus. An angel rolls away the 

stone and assures the women that Jesus is no longer in the tomb and bids them to “Come and see 

where he lay” (28:6). Is there any more fitting invitation to Christian worship? It is only after the 

angel’s invitation to worship that he exhorts, “go quickly and tell his disciples” (28:7). As the 

women are going, the risen Lord appears to them. The women immediately “clasped his feet and 

worshiped him” (28:9). Only after they worship him does Jesus command them to “Go and tell 

my brothers to go to Galilee” (28:10). In Galilee, having arrived at the prescribed mountain, the 

disciples see him and worship him (28:16-17). A pattern quickly becomes apparent: the Lord 

appears, those who see him worship him, and then the Lord tells them to “go.” 

 Evangelism, then, is perhaps best understood as an effect that occurs as a result of the 

Christian’s “going.”
6
 The practices of Christian worship are an essential starting point for 

evangelism because the good news of Jesus Christ is proclaimed through the embodied practices 

of the believer. There is no such thing as an un-embodied witness. In the practices of Christian 

worship, the Christian’s life is formed and refined into a vessel reflective of the gospel message. 

This is not to say that the efficacy of the gospel message resides in the practices of believers. 

Indeed, God is the primary actor in evangelism. Nevertheless, the message of the gospel cannot 

be divorced from the life of its messenger. As Scott Jones asserts, “Evangelism must be seen as 

                                                           
5
 Ibid, 73. 

 
6
 I do not include “Go” in the church’s worship practices because I feel a preferred translation of the aorist participle 

in Matthew 28:19 is “As you are going, make disciples…baptizing…teaching.” This translation extends the 

boundaries of Christian worship into every aspect of life. This echoes Paul’s exhortation that whatever you do, do it 

to the glory of God (Col. 3:17). 

 



both a divine activity and a human activity.”
7
 The messenger’s life, then, must reflect the nature 

of the gospel message.  

III. IMPLICATIONS FOR CHRISTIAN PRACTICE 

 If evangelism is to be defined as an effect, how might the church evaluate whether its 

practices produce this effect? The following section will suggest that the foci of invitation, 

imitation, and identification provide an evaluative framework for the church’s worship practices, 

as well as the ministries that flow out of those practices.  

 Invitation 

 By focusing its practices on the invitation inherent in the missio dei, the church 

acknowledges that God is the primary actor in evangelism.
8
 By God’s Spirit, the seed of the new 

creation – the church – is constituted.  The church’s life is in continual response to this 

constituting action. This is perhaps no more evident than in worship. Christian worship is always 

an invitation to respond. Here, the English translation of Matthew 28:19 can be misleading. The 

church cannot “make” disciples; surely that is only a job for the Spirit of God. The church can, 

however, invite persons to be instructed in the ways of a disciple. It cannot baptize or teach 

persons against their will; it can only model the alternative gospel reality to the world.   

 Too often evangelism is seen as a task of coercion or manipulation.
9
 This simply cannot 

be, for the practices outlined in Matthew 28 require a mutual trust only found in human 

                                                           
7
 Jones is also correct that effective evangelism begins not in “going” but in discerning the identity of the One whose 

good news we seek to proclaim. He writes, “Because evangelism is so strongly connected to the gospel, both 

etymologically and substantively, a theology of evangelism should begin with that which is most fundamental to the 

gospel” (Jones, 30). Jones, however, seems to overlook the centrality of worship in discerning the essential elements 

of the gospel. Evangelism must always begin in worship, and its effect is always felt in our “going.” Jones,16. 

 
8
 David J. Bosch, “Evangelism: Theological Currents and Cross-Currents Today” in The Study of Evangelism: 

Exploring a Missional Practice of the Church, eds. Paul W. Chilcote and Laceye C. Warner (Grand Rapids: 

Eerdmans, 2008), 12. 

 
9
 Jones, 25.  



relationships.
10

 If the church attempts to makes disciples of all nations by baptizing and teaching 

against the will of the people, then it quickly becomes an agent of terror and oppression. The 

practices that are intended to bring peace and good will become instruments of violence. Thus, 

the church must always ensure its practices are centered on invitation, rather than coercion or 

manipulation. 

 Imitation 

 By focusing its practices on imitation of the life of Christ, the church acknowledges that 

only through bearing the image of the Evangelizing One can true evangelism occur. David Bosch 

writes, “Evangelism is possible only when the community that evangelizes – the church – is a 

radiant manifestation of the Christian faith and has a winsome lifestyle.”
11

 Taking Bosch’s 

assertion one step further, the Christian faith is most fully made manifest in the worship practices 

of the church. The church’s worship takes often mundane and insignificant tasks and recasts 

them in an evangelistic light. In worship, “Greeting someone” becomes “Passing the Peace of 

Christ,” “eating together” becomes “Holy Communion,” and “singing” becomes “Praise and 

Thanksgiving.” Thus, Christian worship teaches us that there are no meaningless practices in our 

“going.” Every practice in the life of the Christian can reflect the evangelistic nature of the 

missio dei.
12

  

 In the life of Jesus Christ, the Christian learns that the missio dei is characterized by a 

constant searching for the lost. Every possible thought, word or action is used as an opportunity 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
 
10

 If the gospel is characterized by invitation, it is necessarily characterized by relationships. Richard Bauckham, 

Bible and Mission: Christian Witness in a Postmodern World (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2003), 34. 

 
11

 Bosch, “Evangelism,” 12. 

 
12

 James Torrance writes that “the discovery that worship is not just something which we, religious people, do to 

please God, but that in worship Christ himself comes to live in our hearts by the Spirit and draws us into the very 

life [and mission] of God.” James Torrance, Worship, Community and the Triune God of Grace (Downers Grove: 

Intervarsity, 1996), 24.   



to usher in the new gospel reality.
13

 It is in the church’s imitatio dei that it begins to embody the 

evangelistic nature of this missio dei. If the church is to give witness to the hope, love, and 

justice contained in the gospel message, it must seek to embody these attributes in a visible, 

audible, and tangible way.
14

 The teachings of Christ, particularly the four-fold gospel, provide 

the church with a narrative of embodied practices that reflect the missio dei. For the Christian, 

this is a narrative worthy of imitation. 

 Identification 

 By focusing its practices on its baptismal identity, the church acknowledges its 

dependence on God’s continued revelation of its gospel identity. With God as the primary actor, 

the church exists in a perpetual state of re-action, continually seeking to receive its baptismal 

identity anew. George Hunsberger is correct when he asserts that “Being witness is not our 

assignment; it is our identity.”
15

 That identity is never more fully realized than in the practices of 

Christian worship, when the baptized body gathers in response to the prevenient actions of 

God.
16

  

 In the practice of baptism, the believer’s gospel identity is at once proclaimed and 

confirmed. By receiving this gospel identity, the believer is placed in stark contrast to the 

‘worldliness’ of the world. Here, Stanley Hauerwas’ assertion that the first task of the church is 

                                                           
 
13

 This is not only characteristic of Jesus’ earthly ministry; it is characteristic of God’s mission throughout scripture. 

See Warner and Chapman’s article, “Jonah and the Imitation of God,” to read how God uses even the disobedience 

of Jonah for evangelistic purposes.  

 
14

 Bosch, “Evangelism,” 13. 

 
15

 George Hunsberger, “Is There Biblical Warrant for Evangelism?” in The Study of Evangelism: Exploring a 

Missional Practice of the Church, eds. Paul W. Chilcote and Laceye C. Warner (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2008),  

60. 

 
16

 "Perhaps we are never more truly human than at the Lord’s Table, when Christ draws us into his life of 

communion with the Father and into communion with one another." Torrance, 39.  

 



to make the world the world might seem appropriate.
17

 But this making-of-the-world-the-world 

is not the first task. It is only achieved secondarily in the reception of the gospel reality. Thus, it 

is only in the church’s primary identification as the church that the world is secondarily 

identified as the world.   

V. CONCLUSION 

 Evangelism is not merely a call to put something into effect.
18

 Properly understood, 

evangelism is an effect.
19

  Too often the question asked in contemporary discussions about 

evangelism is “How might the church develop effective practices of evangelism?” A more 

pertinent question, however, is “Why has the worship life of the church ceased to be 

evangelistic?” This question seems to be much more appropriate, for it does not cover the 

church’s inattentiveness to certain practices by focusing on other practices.  

 The Christian practices that produce an evangelistic effect in the world are not foreign to 

the practices of Christian worship; they are the practices of Christian worship. This is not to say 

that evangelism only happens in a worship service. Rather, the practices of Christian worship 

train the believer to see even the most mundane of actions in daily life as evangelistic. For 

example, Holy Communion prepares the believer to see mealtime as an opportunity for 

reconciliation with all of creation. Hearing the biblical narrative proclaimed trains the believer to 

see his or her life as an ongoing unveiling of that same narrative. Singing songs of praise and 

                                                           
17

  “My claim, so offensive to some, that the first task of the church is to make the world the world, not to make the 

world more just, is a correlative of this theological metaphysics.” Stanley Hauerwas, Hannah’s Child: A 

Theologian’s Memoir (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2010), 158.  

 
18

 Bosch, “Evangelism,” 11.  

 
19

 To see this definition of evangelism at work, one needs to look no further than Acts 2:42-47. The early church 

devoted itself to the apostles’ teaching and to fellowship, to the breaking of bread and prayer. People stood in awe of 

the church’s devotion as Christians sought to live their lives evangelistically. The evangelistic effect of their holy 

practices is apparent. The chapter concludes, “The Lord added to their numbers daily those who were being saved.” 

Yet, it is clear that this increase in numbers is secondary to the church’s pursuit of the imitatio dei. 



thanksgiving reminds the believer that every word spoken in daily life has the potential for being 

a hymn of praise to God. Indeed, the list could go on and on. The Christian need look no further 

than these practices of Christian worship for reclaiming an evangelistic zeal for the world. The 

Matthean commission teaches us that the evangelistic mission of God is always revealed in the 

practices of worship, and through those same practices the world is invited to receive a new 

gospel identity in baptism and embody God’s evangelistic zeal for all nations.  


